TRAIL RIDERS CLASS 17 & UNDER

WEANLING GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP

OPEN SHOD

TRAINED GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP

COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE 12 & UNDER
CHAMPIONSHIP

WEANLING FILLIES

TRAIL PLEASURE MODEL GELDINGS

INTENT TO ENTER NO STALLIONS (Feet In Stirrups STICK HORSE)

*TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE AMATEUR OWNED OPEN SHOD

TRAIL PLEASURE CHAMPIONSHIP

TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE, CANTER

TRAIL PLEASURE AMATEUR, N/C

* LITE SHOD – AMATEUR & TRAINED, N/C

* TRAIL PLEASURE, AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED, N/C

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 - 6:00 P.M.

22. COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE RIDERS 12-17 N/C
23. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER, N/C (No Stallions)
24. OPEN SHOD – YOUTH RIDERS 12 – 17, N/C
25. TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE-YOUTH 11 & UNDER, No Stallions
26. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH RIDERS 12 – 17, N/C
27. LITE SHOD-YOUTH RIDERS 12-17 N/C
28. OPEN SHOD – YOUTH RIDER 12-17, N/C
29. COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE YOUTH RIDERS 11& UNDER N/C, No Stallions
30. OPEN SHOD – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER, N/C (No Stallions)
31. LITE SHOD – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER, N/C (No Stallions)
32. **TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH RIDERS 17 & UNDER JUVENILE OWNED & TRAINED, N/C – NO STALLIONS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2 - 6:00 P.M.

52. LITE SHOD CLASSIC, YOUTH***
54. OPEN SHOD – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP – NO STALLIONS, N/C
55. YEARLING FILLIES – HALTER
56. LITE SHOD, N/C
57. TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE – 11 & UNDER GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP – NO STALLIONS
58. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH 12-17 GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
59. WOMANLESS CLASS – ANY HORSE
60. COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE-LADIES AUXILIARY (members only)
61. OPEN SHOD – AMATEUR GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, CANTER
62. **TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED – 2 & 3 YR. OLD

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3 - 2:00 P.M.

78. STICK HORSE – RIDERS 6 & UNDER
79. LEAD LINE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP – RIDERS 6 & UNDER – NO STALLIONS (Foot & Stirrup) - Le’d By Adult) All Blue Ribbons & Floral Horns/eyes PLEASE NOTIFY SPIEBA OFFICE OF INTENT TO ENTER THIS CLASS
80. TRAIL HORSE CLASSICS – 14 & UNDER
81. PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED RIDERS
82. MODEL – YOUTH 12 – 17
83. MODEL – YOUTH 11 & UNDER – MARES & GELDINGS
84. ** TRAIL PLEASURE – AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED 2 AND 3 YEAR GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
BEAUTIES & BEASTS – Age divisions - 6 & under /7 – 11 /12 – 17
85. WEANLING FILLIES – HALTER
86. COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE – AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP
87. LITE SHOD – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP – NO STALLIONS
88. **TRAIL PLEASURE – AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
89. WEANLING STALLIONS – HALTER
90. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH COUNCIL – N/C (Members only—meet with requirements)
91. COUNTRY TRAIL PLEASURE 12-17 GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
92. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH RIDERS 11 & UNDER GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP – NO STALLIONS, N/C
93. **TRADITIONAL TRAIL PLEASURE – AMATEUR OWNED & TRAINED GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
94. TRAIL PLEASURE – YOUTH 12-17 GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP, N/C
95. TRAIL RIDERS CLASS-18 & OVER – any trail riding attire (Fun class)
Exhibitor judged – Trail walk & trail gait
96. WEANLING GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP – HALTER
97. TRAIL RIDERS CLASS 17&UNDER – any trail riding attire (Fun class) – Trail walk & trail gait
 Entries: $100

1 All entries must be recorded in the SSHBEA Rule Book and any addendums. It is encouraged that you are familiar with the SSHBEA Rule Book and any addendums.

2 2 All classes except #11, #18, #44

3 3 All Championship classes: A horse showing in a 3 gait grand championship class must qualify in any 2 gait preliminary class. A horse showing in a 2 gait grand championship class must qualify in any 3 gait preliminary class.

4 *Lite Shod Classic - Required Shoe – ½ X 1 inch Cold Rolled Conventional Steel / class will be asked to back. All Trail Pleasure divisions and Lite Shod horses are eligible to show in Open Classes.

5 *Anyone working out of a Trailer will be charged N/C – indicates NO CANTER - Canter – indicates WILL CANTER

6 *Classes designed 17 & Under, no stallions are permitted. *Classes designed 11 & Under, no stallions are permitted. *Classes designed 12-17, stallions are permitted.

7 *Children 11 & Under cannot show in classes where stallions are permitted to show.

8 *Amateur Owned & Trained must not have been professionally trained within the last 90 days.

9 Entry must be shown as being owned or trained by the owner or member of the immediate family.

10 *Negative coggins are required on all horses entering the show.

11 *A negative coggins is required on all horses entering the show grounds.

12 *Trail Pleasure Classes – shoe not to exceed ¼” wide x 7/16 inch thick. The caulk cannot exceed 1 inch (measured from the turn back) •Lite Shod Classes – shoe must not exceed 1 inch wide x ¾ in. thick. The caulk cannot exceed 1 inch and turn back shall not exceed 1 inch.

13 *Open Shod Classes – shoe must not exceed 1½ in. wide x ½ in. thick. The caulk cannot exceed 1 inch and turn back shall not exceed 1 inch.

14 *Country Trail Pleasure & Traditional Trail Pleasure – manufactured stamped cast keg shoe, not to exceed 3/8 x ¾ inches and toe must not exceed 4 inches.

15 Belt Buckles: Will be presented in the 5 World Grand Championship classes. If a person wins a preliminary or grand championship class, they may order a buckle after the fall show by contacting the SSHBEA office by October 16.

16 ENTRY FEES:

   All classes except #78 & #81 and Championship Classes: $20

   **Exception**: Classes #78 and #81 – NO ENTRY FEE – TROPHY AND RIBBON TO ALL ENTRIES

17 ENTRY FEES – GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES - $40

18 WORLD GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES “MUST” QUALIFY AS FOLLOWS:

   107 - #9, #13, #16, #22, #29, #40, #52, #60, #65
   108 - #3, #8, #15, #25, #33, #36, #43, #57, #62 & #75
   109 - #8, #18, #44
   110, #8, #18, #19, & #44 111 – #8, #18, #19, #21, #28, #44, #45, #61

19 ENTRY FEE: $100

20 Notes * Rules

21 *** 2007 Lite Shod Classic - Required Shoe – ½ X 1 inch Cold Rolled Conventional Steel / class will be asked to back. All Trail Pleasure divisions and Lite Shod horses are eligible to show in Open Classes.

22 *Anyone working out of a Trailer will be charged N/C – indicates NO CANTER - Canter – indicates WILL CANTER

23 *Classes designed 17 & Under, no stallions are permitted. *Classes designed 11 & Under, no stallions are permitted. *Classes designed 12-17, stallions are permitted.

24 *Children 11 & Under cannot show in classes where stallions are permitted to show.

25 *Amateur Owned & Trained must not have been professionally trained within the last 90 days.

26 Show Personnel is responsible for enforcing the SSHBEA rules and USDA’s required rules. Knowledge of the SSHBEA Rule Book will hopefully help you have an enjoyable show. It is encouraged that you are familiar with the SSHBEA Rule Book and any addendums.

27 Exhibitors are encouraged to read the following rules: 29.5D – Tungsten shoes will be illegal (banned) on Trail Pleasure, Traditional Trail Pleasure or Country Trail Pleasure Horses. There will be no welded caulks on shoes worn by a Trail Pleasure, Traditional Trail Pleasure or Country Trail Pleasure Horse. The shoes for these divisions cannot be made from any material heavier than conventional steel.

28 29.8 – No pads allowed. Exception: Corrective shoeing with a wedge and artificial hoof material shall be allowed in the show ring when applied to one hoof only, for the purpose of mending a broken hoof or hoof wall. Mended hoof must match natural hoof and the sole of the hoof must be visible.

29 **GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES** QUALIFYING GUIDELINES FOR GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES: A HORSE SHOWING IN A 2 GAIT GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS MUST QUALIFY IN ANY 2 GAIT PRELIMINARY CLASS. A HORSE SHOWING IN A 3 GAIT GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS MUST QUALIFY IN ANY 3 GAIT PRELIMINARY CLASS.

30 **Admission $5** Children Under 8 Free

   $20 per horse/per day ground fee --- Exception: No grounds fee charged if stalls are rented for each horse (all to be collected at entry office).

   **If trailer is plugged into electricity there will be a $25 per night charge**

   Exhibitors working out of Trailer will be charged a $20 fee and will park in designated Parking in the Grass Area.

   Stalls/Tack $20 per stall/tack per night